MEMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Director for Science and Technology

SUBJECT: Joint US-USSR Arms Control and Disarmament Study Group (Associated with Pugwash)

1. The first meeting of the Joint US-USSR Arms Control and Disarmament Study Group, an offshoot of the Pugwash Conference, will take place from 7-20 June 1964 in both Dedham and Cambridge, Massachusetts. This Group was formed in order to bring together a small number of carefully selected participants to intensively study important technical topics with much more continuity and privacy than is possible under the Pugwash arrangement.

2. Professor Paul Doty of Harvard, present Chairman of the Joint Study Group, informed this Office of the following planned agenda:

   a. Collective efforts (by the US, USSR and other groups) to prevent the further spread of nuclear weapons.

   b. The relation of anti-missile systems to the disarmament process.

   c. An evaluation of the usefulness and implementation of a cut-off in the production of fissionable materials for weapons use and the subsequent scheduling of stockpile reduction.

3. The Arms Control and Disarmament Agency will brief the US participants on 2 June 1964 at the Hotel Madison, Washington, D. C.
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4. Attached is a complete itinerary and a listing of all known participants as of this date.

DONALD F. CHAMBERLAIN
Assistant Director
Scientific Intelligence

Attachments:
1. List of Participants
2. Itinerary

(26 May 1964)
Attachment A

Members and Participants to the Joint US-USSR Arms Control and Disarmament Study Group (Associated with PUGWASH), 7 - 20 June 1964, Dedham and Cambridge, Massachusetts.

A. U.S.

(Committee Members)

Paul Doty (Chairman) Harvard
Marshall Shulman Harvard
Louis Sohn Harvard
Henry Kissinger Harvard
Donald Brenman Hudson Institute, New York
David Frisch MIT
Benjamin H. Brown Harvard

(Participants)

George Kistiakowsky Harvard (ACDA Advisory Committee)
Jerome Wiesner MIT
Frank Long Cornell
Isador Rabi Columbia
*Karl Kaysen Harvard
*Jack Ruina MIT
James C. Fletcher Utah University
Betty Holtz Lall Cornell

B. U.S.S.R.

*Mikhail Millionshchikov Vice Pres., USSR Academy of Sciences; Dep. Dir., Inst. of Atomic Energy
*V. S. Yemelyanov Dep. Chairman, State Committee for the Utilization of Atomic Energy
Leonid I. Sedov Head, Chair of Hydromechanics, Moscow State University
(vice A.A. Blagonravov)
*Mikolay A. Talenskiy Prof., Academy of the General Staff, i/n K. Ye. Voroshilov
*V. P. Pavlichenko Admin. Asst., Presidium of the USSR Academy of Sciences

Attachment B

General Agenda and Itinerary for the Joint US-USSR Arms Control and Disarmament Study Group (Associated with PUGWASH), 6 June - 3 July 1964

Meeting Agenda

1st Week (Endicott House, Dedham, Massachusetts)

8 June - General and Complete Disarmament (GCD)
9 June - GCD & Nuclear Production Cutoff
10 June - Nuclear Production Cutoff
11 June - Proliferation
12 June - Easing Tensions

2nd Week (Harvard, Cambridge, Massachusetts)

15 June - Proliferation
16 June - Free Discussions
17 June - Anti-Ballistic Missiles
18 June - Anti-Ballistic Missiles
19 June - Review

*Trip Schedule

19-23 June "N.Y. Visit"
23-26 June "Washington, D.C. Visit"
28 June-3 July "N.Y.C.

*The above visits have been scheduled for the Soviet Group and, for the present, it is not known which of the US delegates will accompany them or for what purpose the visits are intended.